
On-Music PRESTO Speaker 

  

On-Music Mini Portable Music Speaker - Sport Deluxe  Version Speaker  

Presto Model Number :  DS02MP3 - Player Function - FM Music RadioMusic 

In  - from Music Devices  

 e.g. iPhone, iPad, iPod & Smart Phones etc. with 3 .5mm Audio Plug Input 40 

mm SpeakerSpeaker Skin / Colour  Orange & Sliver. G ood for jogging, cycling 

& hiking etc. 

$71 - £47.26 Available online www.nta-store.com or click onto www.on-

music.net to find local stockist  

Reviews () 
Product Tested ByDaniela Taylor – Josh 16 Years  

Daniela Awarded The On-Music PRESTO Speaker 4.7/5  

Looked brilliant when arrived. Packaging was OK but found it looked a bit cheap. 

Instructions very basic. The overall quality of this speaker is fantastic. The sound 

quality is great. The design is fantastic and you can take anywhere. The price is a 

bit high but well worth it. Already have recommended. We just loved this and have 



taken to the beach, park and used in the car and the garden. Great 

speaker. Daniela Taylor – Josh 16 Years 

Product Tested By Emma Biddulph – Bradley & Benjamin 13 & 11 Years  

Emma Awarded The On-Music PRESTO Speaker 4.2/5  

My first impression of this product was great! My boys love this kind of thing as it 

can be connected to various devices and listen to music on the go which is great for 

modern living. We have used it in the garden listening to music on my husband’s 

IPod and my kids have taken it outside when with their friends to listen to music 

through their phones. The packaging was great although the product information 

was pretty basic from the outside but I think these types of products are pretty self-

explanatory anyway. The instructions were as necessary and perfectly acceptable 

for the product. My two kids age 13 and 11 were able to remove the speaker from 

the packaging, read the instructions themselves and start using the product without 

any assistance from me. I like the product a great deal and so did my kids. The 

volume is quite loud which they particularly liked! although there is no facility to fast 

forward through a track when connected to a device which is rather annoying even 

though there appears to be the capabilities of doing this looking at the front of the 

product so we were rather confused. The sound quality was fantastic; it went quite 

loud if desired! The design is great although no fast-forward facility which lets this 

product down hugely. I think for this price there should be a fast forward facility – 

definitely. Very expensive considering the actual product performance. Overall this 

is a good product, the packaging was great and the instructions although the actual 

speaker itself needs to be charged which the relevant leads/plug are not included, 

you are required to source these yourself. The sound quality and volume is 

excellent although with no fast-forward facility this lets this product down big style 

con considering the price it is as there are cheaper ones on the market. Emma 

Biddulph – Bradley & Benjamin 13 & 11 Years 

Product Tested By Vicki Leaver  

Vicki Awarded The On-Music PRESTO Speaker 3.9/5  

A rather cheap and inferior looking product. The packaging protected the product 

well, and explained clearly what was inside. However, it looked like a rather 

inexpensive product. The labelling and logos etc. looked quite gimmicky and not in 

keeping with the price range of the product. The instructions were easy to read and 

clear to follow. The overall quality is great. The sound quality for such a small item 

is fantastic and very clean. The radio tuned in easily and it was simple to connect 

phone/iPad etc. The sound was crystal clear with the speakers. The design was 

substantial, although perhaps alternative colours would be a nice idea. And maybe 

if the function buttons were better labelled, it would be quicker to put the sound 



up/down, and change songs over. It is average value for money; I have seen 

cheaper speakers though that look like they are better made. However, this does 

have great speaker quality. I feel this item is a good idea. And has a great speaker 

output, it’s just a shame that the packaging was inexpensive looking, the actual 

speaker felt quite cheap.Vicki Leaver 

 


